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SECTION 2 − FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Item 2.03  Creation of a Direct Financial Obligation or an Obligation under an Off-Balance Sheet
Arrangement of a Registrant

On June 27, 2006, Bison Wind, LLC (Bison Wind), an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of FPL Energy, LLC (FPL
Energy), issued $186 million of 6.665% limited-recourse senior secured notes maturing in January 2031.  In addition,
Bison Wind Portfolio, LLC (Bison Wind Portfolio), another indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of FPL Energy, issued $20
million of 7.51% limited-recourse senior secured notes maturing in July 2021.  FPL Energy is an indirect wholly-owned
subsidiary of FPL Group, Inc. (FPL Group).  Principal and interest on each series of notes are payable semi-annually.
Substantially all of the proceeds from these note issuances will be distributed to FPL Energy in return for a portion of
the capital contributions that it made to certain of its direct and indirect subsidiaries for the investment by such
subsidiaries in the development, acquisition and/or construction of two wind power projects located in North Dakota and
Oklahoma.  The Bison Wind notes are secured by liens on the wind projects' assets and the Bison Wind Portfolio notes
are secured by certain other assets.  The notes contain default provisions relating to failure to make required payments,
certain events in bankruptcy and other covenants applicable to Bison Wind and Bison Wind Portfolio.  FPL Group
Capital Inc (FPL Group Capital), a wholly-owned subsidiary of FPL Group, has guaranteed certain payments with
respect to production tax credits generated by the projects, and certain contingent payment and indemnification
obligations related to the projects, but did not guarantee payments on either series of the notes. Pursuant to its 1998
guarantee agreement with FPL Group Capital, FPL Group guarantees these FPL Group Capital payment guarantees.
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